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The risk of forcing inbreeding in conservation programmes:
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The possibility of applying different degrees of forced inbreeding in
conservation programmes has been suggested, on a number of
occasions, as a way for purging part of the deleterious mutation load
(eg, Templeton and Read, 1984). One of the latest proposals in this
respect was made by Theodorou and Couvet (2015) (T&C15 here-
after), who showed by computer simulations the possible benefits of
applying circular sib mating (CM) in conservation programmes.
However, simulations performed by Caballero et al. (2016) using the
number of lethal equivalents empirically observed in wild populations
(B= 6; O’Grady et al., 2006) suggested that CM is a too-risky strategy
to be advised in conservation programmes given its attached high
probability of line extinction.
Theodorou and Couvet (2016) (T&C16 thereafter) have recently

argued that the conclusion reached by Caballero et al. (2016) is not
justified because the assumed inbreeding load, B= 6, can be signifi-
cantly higher than that in captive conditions. The reasons given are
basically three: (1) There is a substantial relaxation of selection in
benign, captive conditions relative to stressful wild ones. (2) Popula-
tions under a conservation programme may have passed through
previous purging because of a history of size decline or bottlenecking;
(3) A part of inbreeding depression is due to the expression of traits
that are marginally relevant to populations in captivity. An additional
point considered by T&C16 refers to the appropriateness of the
mutational parameters assumed by Caballero et al. (2016).
Although the above arguments are all reasonable discussion points,

in our opinion, the risks associated with a programme involving
forced inbreeding are still too high, and hence such a design should
not be advised for application in conservation programmes. Regarding
the first point, it is reasonable to assume that the deleterious effects of
mutations are likely to be lower in the benign captive conditions, and
this is supported by the meta-analysis of Fox and Reed (2011), who
showed that inbreeding depression increases with environmental
stress. Caballero et al. (2016) considered this factor by halving the
selection coefficients of deleterious mutations in their simulated
captive populations, and thereby halving the inbreeding load from
B= 6 in natural conditions to B= 3 in captive conditions. This
reduction by a half of the selection coefficients was also assumed by
T&C15 when presenting their simulations for the probability of
extinction during captive breeding (see their Table 1). However,
T&C16 suggest that this reduction might not be enough and provide
some references to support the argument. Fox and Reed (2011)
deduced that environmental stress would produce additional lethal
equivalents. In particular, they reckoned that one lethal equivalent
would be generated, on average, for each 30% reduction in fitness
induced by stressful conditions. Therefore, the assumption made by
Caballero et al. (2016) that the number of lethal equivalents is reduced

from six in natural to three in captive conditions would imply a 90%
reduction in fitness due to environmental stress in natural conditions,
which seems to be a substantial effect. In addition, a recent
comparison of inbreeding loads in competitive versus non-
competitive conditions in Drosophila suggests that the former is about
twice as large as the latter (López-Cortegano et al., 2016), supporting
the above mentioned assumption of halving the selection coefficient in
captive conditions. Nevertheless, the consideration of any extent of
relaxed selection in captive conditions is somehow arbitrary, as it is
not really known. A large meta-analysis on the impact of environ-
mental factors on mutational effects carried out by Martin and
Lenormand (2006) shows that although the mutational variance of
fitness effects tends to be larger in adverse environments than in
benign ones, the average change in their mean is not. This casts doubts
on the uniform reduction in selection coefficients in benign environ-
ments. Although all deleterious mutations become uniformly much
less harmful in benign captive conditions, CM does not necessarily
become favourable because its purging effect would be much
compromised.
With respect to the second point, it is reasonable to assume that

populations under threat may have previously passed through severe
historical bottlenecks, so that purging has already taken place before a
conservation programme starts. This is a realistic assumption not
considered by either T&C15 or Caballero et al. (2016). But two points
should be noted here, one is that besides a reduction in inbreeding
load because of previous purging, a history of small population sizes
also may incur fixation of deleterious mutations affecting all fitness
components, implying that the reproductive capability of the popula-
tion will be impaired at the start of the conservation programme. This
will point towards a disadvantage of CM relative to methods avoiding
inbreeding, such as equalization of contributions (EC), because the
lower the reproductive capability of the population the higher the risks
of extinction under forced inbreeding. The other and more important
point is that, if the population has suffered from a previous history of
reduced population size, a substantial part of the inbreeding load may
have been lost, and the possible benefits of CM in removing such a
load may partially vanish. In this scenario, it is expected that
mutations purged from bottlenecked populations in natural condi-
tions will be those of large deleterious effects, while those remaining in
captive populations will be of small deleterious effects that are difficult
or impossible to purge. Therefore, it is unlikely that CM will have an
advantage under a scenario of strong previous purging.
In order to illustrate this latter point, we performed simulations

under a scenario where the large-base population passes through a
period of reduced population size prior to the start of the conservation
programme. In particular, we considered a large population with
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effective size Ne= 1000 over 10 000 generations under the mutational
parameters of model A in Caballero et al. (2016), which would imply
an inbreeding load of about B= 6 in the population. However, now a
reduction of effective population size (to Ne= 10) was assumed in the
last 20 generations before starting the conservation programme. To
avoid possible extinctions of these bottlenecked populations, no
limitation in the reproductive capacity of individuals was assumed
for this period of reduced population size. The result of this continued
bottlenecking was a substantial purging of the inbreeding load in the
population, from B= 6 down to 2.19. Assuming this initial scenario,
captive breeding programmes were set up assuming CM or EC under
a range of population sizes (10 to 100). Because selection coefficients
were again assumed to be halved in captivity, the actual expected
inbreeding depression at the start of the conservation programme
would correspond to B= 1.2, a value substantially lower than that
assumed for wild populations (B= 6).
Figure 1 shows the probability of extinction under both conserva-

tion strategies (CM and EC) after 10 and 25 generations for situations
with different maximum captive population sizes (Nmax) and a
reproductive rate of K= 1.5 (an average maximum number of three
progeny per individual at the start of the conservation programme).
The results should be compared with those in Figure 5 of Caballero
et al. (2016). It is seen that, even for such a previously reduced
inbreeding load (B down to 1.2), the probability of extinction under
CM is considerably larger than for EC. In addition, the amount of
neutral diversity (heterozygosity, H) maintained by CM is lower than
that maintained by EC. Although this is just a single and specific
example, it illustrates that even if previous purging reduces substan-
tially the inbreeding load of a wild population, a high extinction risk
under CM is not avoided. If a larger reproductive capacity of the
species is assumed (K= 2.5) under the above scenario of previous
purging, extinctions do not occur for either CM or EC management
except for Nmax as low as 10, but neutral heterozygosity is lower for
CM than for EC (results not shown). There may be some scenarios
with low inbreeding load where CM maintains a larger diversity than
EC, but the uncertainty about the amount and nature of such a load
makes CM to be a risky method to be applied to species under the risk
of extinction.
With regard to the third point raised by T&C16, it is reasonable to

assume that some fitness components, such as later life-history traits,
traits associated with sexual selection and mating preference are not
likely to have a main role in captive breeding populations. However,
mutational loads of these components are not included, in general, in
the average estimate of B= 6 of O’Grady et al. (2006), which involves
fecundity (B≈ 2), first year survival (B≈ 1) and survival to sexual
maturity (B≈ 3).
Finally, regarding the appropriateness of mutational parameters, we

agree that the current mutational parameter estimates are uncertain
and could be highly variable among species and populations, depend-
ing on many factors such as mating system and demographic history.
This is why different authors have used different sets of parameter
values in their simulations. However, previous simulations on purging
selection did not consider B= 6, although more and more empirical
studies suggest even larger values (Hedrick and García-Dorado, 2016).
The simulations carried out by Caballero et al. (2016) employed
mutational parameters (such as genomic rate, selection and dom-
inance coefficients of mutations) consistent with up-to-date empirical
data for mutational parameters as well as with an estimate of B= 6.
In summary, although there may be a parameter space and some

scenarios in which CM can be effective in reducing inbreeding
depression and extinction risk in benign captive conditions, in our

opinion, CM should still not be recommended as the best option for
managing endangered species in general. This is because an intentional
inbreeding programme such as CM for a population kept in benign
captive conditions is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it will
reduce the inbreeding load in the benign captive conditions by
removing unconditional deleterious mutations of large effect but, on
the other hand, the initial higher mortality attached to inbreeding may
lead to extinction and/or to an initially lower effective size (see
Supplementary Figure S5 of Caballero et al., 2016). This reduction in
Ne implies a higher fixation of mutations of small deleterious effects or
conditional deleterious alleles, possibly rendering the programme
harmful rather than useful.
In many inbred line experiments involving various species such as

mice and Drosophila, a common observation is that lines go extinct
during the process of inbreeding (see, eg, Frankham, 1998, 2005). This
experimental setting is similar to purging in captive breeding, both

Figure 1 Probability of extinction at generations 10 and 25 (percentage of
replicates extinct at that generation) and average expected heterozygosity for
neutral genes (H), for populations of maximum size Nmax and reproductive
rate K=1.5 (where 2K is the maximum number of progeny per individual)
under mutational model A of Caballero et al. (2016). Previous to the
establishment of the captive management, the population of size N=1000
individuals suffered a reduction to a size N=10 individuals over 20
generations. Selection coefficients of deleterious non-lethal mutations are
halved during conservation management. The expected inbreeding
depression at the start of the conservation programme corresponds to an
inbreeding load of B=1.2. Conservation programmes: CM, circular mating;
EC, equalization of contributions.
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being carried out in benign conditions and both being under
intentional inbreeding. While experimental populations can afford
loss or extinctions, wild and endangered animal species cannot. In
many cases, an endangered species may have no populations in the
wild and all individuals are in captivity. In such cases, the extinction in
captivity means extinction of the species. Thus, CM, or any other
intentional inbreeding for the purpose of purging is too risky,
especially when many relevant parameters are uncertain. Except when
examined and proved experimentally, CM should not be applied to
the conservation programmes of any endangered species.
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